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At RNIB we can provide you with products that 
support your independence and help you in 
your daily life.

We hope you find this small selection of our 
best‑selling braille and mobility products useful.

How to order
You can order online at shop.rnib.org.uk 
or call our Helpline on 0303 123 9999.

Sign up for free updates
Be one of the first to hear about our 
new product launches and special offers 
by subscribing to New Product Guide. 
Call 0303 123 9999 to sign up. 

You can also subscribe to our regular 
eNewsletter at rnib.org.uk/lets-get-connected

   Embrace your love of reading. 
For more information about 
our reading services visit 
rnib.org.uk/reading-services or 
call our Helpline on 0303 123 9999.
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Choosing your cane
If you’d like advice on the right cane for your needs, 
or to arrange cane training for yourself or a relative, 
please contact your local society or Social Services 
team for assistance. Contact our Helpline for help 
finding your local service.

Specialist training is needed to use a long cane 
safely and effectively. We also recommend getting 
advice from a professional before purchasing a 
guide cane.

Cane measurements are from the top of the 
handle to the bottom end of the tip, increasing in 
steps of 5cm (2 inches). Special order lengths: 30cm 
to 60cm (12 to 26 inches) or over 150cm (60 inches) 
to 180cm (72 inches).
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Personalised canes
Please call our Helpline to order your personalised 
cane. Your bespoke cane cannot be returned unless 
it is faulty and can take up to six weeks for delivery. 

Shaft colour: Pick a single colour or a mix from: 
White, Red, Pink, Yellow, Red Stripes, Green, Gold, 
Blue, Orange, Purple, and Black. 

HiLite colour: Add a golf‑grip handle and a tip in 
the same colour. Choose from four fresh, bright 
colours: Blue, Green, Orange, or Pink. 

Grips: Standard canes are fitted with a black 
golf‑grip handle; personalise your cane with 
a brightly coloured golf‑grip HiLite handle, a 
wooden handle or a cork handle.

Delivery: Special order‑length and personalised 
canes cannot be returned unless they’re faulty 
and can take up to six weeks for delivery.
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Symbol canes
Increase confidence when 
you’re out and about with a 
symbol cane to highlight to 
other people that you have 
sight and/or hearing loss. 
These reflective, lightweight 
aluminium canes fold for easy 
storage in your bag when 
not in use. They’re fitted 
with a eyelet ID tip. They do 
not have a handle grip and 
cannot be personalised. 

Ambutech symbol cane 

White 

MS20 is 70cm (28”)

MS22 is 85cm (34”)

MS23 is 100cm (40”) 

MS25 is 105cm (42”)

Deafblind 
(white and red) 
MS40 is 70cm (28”)

MS41 is 85cm (34”)

MS42 is 100cm (40”)

MS43 is 105cm (42”)
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Guide canes 
Guide canes help you find 
obstacles before they find you! 
These four‑section canes are made 
from durable aluminium and 
are fitted with a hook‑style tip. 
They do not have a handle grip. 

Ambutech guide cane with pencil tip

MG16 is 85cm (34”) 
MG18 is 90cm (36”) 
MG20 is 95cm (38”) 
MG22 is 100cm (40”) 

MG24 is 105cm (42”) 
MG26 is 110cm (44”) 
MG28 is 115cm (46”) 
MP27 – replacement tip

Ambutech guide cane with roller 
marshmallow tip

MG29 is 85cm (34”) 
MG30 is 90cm (36”) 
MG31 is 95cm (38”) 
MG32 is 100cm (40”) 

MG33 is 105cm (42”) 
MG34 is 110cm (44”) 
MG35 is 115cm (46”) 
MP26 – replacement tip
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Long canes 

A long cane should reach between your sternum 
and under the chin when you’re standing upright 
and the cane tip is touching the ground between 
your legs. The length and speed of walking stride 
will also affect the length required. Long canes 
are rolled or tapped from side to side, to find 
your way and avoid obstacles. 

Ambutech folding aluminium long cane 

Popular lengths 

Fitted with a roller marshmallow tip 
ML56 is 120cm (48”) 

ML57 is 125cm (50”) 

ML58 is 130cm (52”) 

MP26 – replacement tip

Fitted with a marshmallow tip 
ML176 is 125cm (50”) 

ML177 is 130cm (52”) 

ML178 is 135cm (54”) 

MP28 – replacement tip
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Ambutech folding graphite long cane 

Popular lengths 

Fitted with a roller 
marshmallow tip 
ML86 is 120cm (48”) 

ML87 is 125cm (50”) 

ML88 is 130cm (52”) 

MP26 – replacement tip 

Fitted with a rolling 
ball tip 
ML190 is 125cm (50”) 

ML191 is 130cm (52”) 

ML192 is 135cm (54”) 

MP43 – replacement tip
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Children’s canes 
Three‑section, folding Ambutech aluminium long 
canes for children. Fitted with a white hook‑style 
roller marshmallow tip and a shorter black 
golf‑grip handle with no flat edge. 

Children’s Ambutech folding long cane 
(MC05-08) 

Add White, Pink, Blue, Yellow, or RedWhite to the 
end of the product code to order your desired 
colour and length. For example: MC05White for 
a 70cm white cane. 

MC05 is 70cm (28”) 

MC06 is 75cm (30”) 

MC07 is 80cm (32”) 

MC08 is 85cm (34”)
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Cane tips 
Hook‑style cane tips are the most popular. Many tip 
styles are also available in thread or push‑on style – 
only suitable with canes that use that tip style. 

MP27

MP114W

MP26

MP28

MP41

MP32

MP110

MP43

MP88
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Handy accessories 

Cane hook (MP80) 

A small device to hook your cane 
on to flat surfaces, such as a 
tabletop, or rest it on the back 
of a chair, leaving your hands 
free until you want to use your 
cane again. 

Reflective tape (MP04 and MP06) 

Revitalise your cane with a fresh 
strip of reflective tape.  
Red – MP04, White – MP06.
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Eyeshields
Designed to exclude harmful ultraviolet (UV) and 
blue light, which can damage the retina. The 
different filter tints can help increase contrast 
and definition. Your eye specialist can advise you 
which filter colour would best suit your needs. 
More styles available.

Orion 

Lightweight, transparent 
brown plastic frame with 
additional protection 
across and above the eye. 
Designed to be worn over 
your own prescription 
glasses or on its own. 

Saturn 

An attractive, transparent 
brown frame designed 
to offer excellent side 
protection due to the 
wraparound style fitting 
close to the face.
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Braille and labelling
Stay organised with our wide range of braille and 
labelling products. Whether you need to produce 
an essay in braille, take note of a phone number 
or add tactile marks to everyday objects, we have 
something to suit your needs.

Orange BumperStops (DL25) 

These small adhesive rubber dots 
provide a simple and effective way 
to label everyday items. 

Clear labelling sheets (DL11) 

Clear Perkins‑size labelling sheets which can be 
embossed on to using a braille machine or a hand 
frame and then cut to the required size. 

Band-it (DL120) 

Brightly coloured tactile bands to 
help you identify objects around 
the home, such as shampoo bottles 
and cleaning products. Each pack 
contains 10 flexible, reusable bands; 
two of each design. 
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RNIB PenFriend 3 (DL121) 

Our easy‑to‑use 
labelling device lets you 
record your own voice 
on to sticky labels 
which you can attach to 
a wide range of items, 
such as spice jars, your 
CD or vinyl collection, 
clothing and beauty 
products or your plant 

seed packets. Simply touch the PenFriend to the 
label to hear back your recording, for easy 
identification. Store up to 250 hours of recording. 
Supplied with 127 labels, 10 magnets, one keyfob. 
More labels, including laundry labels, are available.

Loc Dots (DL16, DL90) 

Thin, flat stickers with 
a single raised dot in 
the centre – useful for 
identifying computer 
and laptop keys, 
central heating or 
stereo controls.
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Tacti-Mark (DL40, DL40A) 

A liquid plastic that sets hard, 
allowing you to create your own 
tactile marks on clothing, paper, 
metal and hard plastics. Available 
in orange or black.

Perkins Classic brailler (BM36) 

Versatile, mechanical writing machine 
for producing braille up to 42 
characters per line. Upwards 
embossing to check braille as 
you write. 

Braille labeller (DL65) 

This handheld labelling machine 
makes it easy to produce braille 
labels, even without knowledge 
of braille. Produces uncontracted 
braille and some contractions.
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Contacts

We’re here for you when you need us
Our Sight Loss Advice Service can give you 
practical and emotional support to help you 
face the future with confidence. 

Reach out to us today. 
Call 0303 123 9999 or visit rnib.org.uk/advice


